In sub-tropical countries, Land-use and Land-cover (LULC) maps at regional scale serve as input data for continental land-use change studies (Achard et al., 2002) and ecological modeling (Houghton et al., 2000; Barbosa et al., 1999; Hely et al., 2006) . The total surface covered by each landcover type is a key variable of such assessments. The information provided by maps on the spatial distribution of vegetation types is also critical in evaluating threats to biodiversity (Hunter, 1996) 
Introduction
In sub-tropical countries, Land-use and Land-cover (LULC) maps at regional scale serve as input data for continental land-use change studies (Achard et al., 2002) and ecological modeling (Houghton et al., 2000; Barbosa et al., 1999; Hely et al., 2006) . The total surface covered by each landcover type is a key variable of such assessments. The information provided by maps on the spatial distribution of vegetation types is also critical in evaluating threats to biodiversity (Hunter, 1996) and understanding the drivers Stéphane Couturier, Jean-François Mas, Gabriela Cuevas, Jorge Benítez, Álvaro Vega-Guzmán, and Valdemar Coria-Tapia of deforestation (Soares-Filho et al., 2006) . For example, the connectivity between neighboring forest patches is a major parameter in conservation strategies for the implementation of a Mesoamerican Biological Corridor (Miller et al., 2001) .
Information on the nature of errors (thematic or positional) in base maps can therefore be most useful. However, accuracy assessments at regional scale are generally tailored to give one measure of error (either global or per class), which synthesizes all types of inaccuracies on the map. In fact, procedures are incorporated in the assessment design to implicitly set a degree of tolerance regarding thematic and/or positional aspects at which the map is evaluated. Throughout this paper, we will refer to the terminology of Stehman and Czaplewski (1998) regarding steps and desirable properties of accuracy assessments (e.g., probability sampling, evaluation and labeling protocols, synthesis of the evaluation) because they are now widely used and accepted.
Sometimes, two degrees of tolerance regarding a thematic or a positional aspect are included in the assessment design and separate accuracy results are provided (e.g., Laba et al., 2002; Stehman et al., 2003) . The main reason for setting these two degrees of tolerance is related to the unavoidable uncertainty of the verification process ("optimistic" and "pessimistic" assessments; see Stehman et al., 2003) . Uncertainty has been a major issue in Geographical Information (GI) science (Heuvelink and Burrough, 2002) , its positional component being associated with the vague location of class boundaries, for example (Foody, 2003) , and its thematic component arising from differences of interpretation of the same remotely sensed data (e.g., Powell et al., 2004) . Realistic estimates of the degree and nature of uncertainty are becoming essential elements in error models (Carmel et al., 2001) , towards the achievement of an intelligent GI System (Burrough, 1992) .
For the assessment of the National Land Cover Data (NLCD) of the USA in 1992, Stehman et al. (2003) operate at two degrees of tolerance regarding position. They fix one degree of tolerance at the pixel level (which can be considered a zero positional tolerance), and another one at the mode pixel level within a 3 ϫ 3 pixel support region of the LULC map. Laba et al. (2002) present separate results at two degrees of tolerance regarding thematic uncertainty. The first assessment is made with a crisp agreement definition, while the second assessment is based on the fuzzy linguistic scale of Gopal and Woodcock (1994) . The latter assessment is made with more thematic tolerance than the "crisp" evaluation.
For map accuracy assessment, thematic tolerance is generally treated through fuzzy classification, related to fuzzy sets theory. Fuzzy classification is traditionally present under the form of Gopal and Woodcock's (1994) linguistic metric, rather than a quantitative fuzzy metric, because linguistics are well adapted to visual classification of nominal categories. Positional tolerance, however, is less explicitly treated in map accuracy assessment, or treated in a non-systematic way, perhaps because available reference data is typically obtained as points in space (e.g., one pixel of Landsat-based maps). Another reason may be that the map producer wants to make the assessment at one particular scale, typically the scale of the map. However, in practice, because of the lack of alternative data, maps from governmental agencies interest a number of users whose working scale is not necessarily the scale of the map. For example, national LULC information is widely available at a scale 1:250 000 in Mexico (Mas et al., 2002) . However, for environmental planning, many users could be interested in knowing the reliability of this map below map scale (e.g., Masera et al., 2005) .
Considering the above, we propose to reformulate and standardize the framework for the accuracy assessment of maps. This reformulation allows the quantitative estimate of the positional and thematic vagueness contained in the verification process, using the notion of bi-dimensional (positional and thematic) degree of tolerance. Because of the prominence of the notion of vagueness in the uncertainty of reference data for the assessment of taxonomically detailed maps (e.g., Cherrill and McClean, 1999; Stevens et al., 2004; Powell et al., 2004) , we focused on the use of reference maplets, based on aerial photograph interpretation, rather than on reference points, and we employed the formalism of fuzzy classification, using advances in map comparison with fuzzy positional and thematic aspects (e.g., Hagen, 2003) . We applied the newly formulated accuracy assessment to the Mexican National Forest Inventory (NFI) of 2000, a vector-based LULC map at a scale 1:250 000.
In the next section, we identify error types in the context of accuracy assessment of maps. Then, we describe the study area, where the distinction between patches of two forest communities in a complex sub-tropical environment constitutes a challenge for map assessment. The aim of this case study was the quantification of thematic and position-related errors on the NFI map. In the methods section, we detail each step of the new conceptual framework, including two major steps which are the construction of reference maplets and the fuzzy map comparison. The sampling design and the synthesis of evaluation are also detailed. An accuracy assessment with traditional point-like reference data is also applied on the same area. Part of the results' discussion is dedicated to the quantification of errors among classes of the NFI with the differentiation of error types permitted by the method. We also discuss the differences between the new method and the assessment with traditional point-like reference data.
Background
The accuracy assessment of a map aims at quantifying errors regarding its spatial and thematic representation with respect to reality, usually through the elaboration of a confusion matrix. Congalton and Green (1993) relate these errors of the map to imprecise delineation and/or misclassification. However, the imperfect process of the assessment itself (vagueness of the assessment process) generates erroneous statements on whether the map represents reality or not. In such cases, the assessment may report fictitious errors on the map (also labeled "non-error differences" in the confusion matrix by Congalton and Green, 1993) , as opposed to the real errors of the spatial and thematic representation. After a review of published works describing causes of errors in the confusion matrix (Congalton and Green, 1993; Aspinall and Pearson, 1995; Green and Hartley, 2000; Foody, 2002; Powell et al., 2004) , we built a list (see Table 2 ) of seven main error types (A through G) with a series of attributes. For example, the column "nature of error" refers to whether the error is real or fictitious, and whether the error is positional, thematic, or temporal-based.
In accuracy assessment designs, methods that reduce the inclusion of some error types are introduced as an effort to focus the estimate on real, thematic errors (misclassification errors). For example, the method of visually locating reference sites on the original satellite imagery, proposed in Zhu et al. (2000) , reduces the inclusion of errors due to geometric inconsistencies between the reference data and the map (a combination of errors A and B). In this paper, we extend the approach of Zhu et al. (2000) and produce two-dimensional reference maplets, co-registered to the original satellite imagery. Even assuming perfect coregistration, another potential source of fictitious positional errors (Error type D) is related to the subjective delineation of boundaries in a heterogeneous or fragmented landscape (Powell et al., 2004) . In this paper, we treat this kind of error with a positional tolerance operator during the fuzzy map comparison process. On the other hand, thematic ambiguities (error types E and F), correlated with the abovementioned positional uncertainty, are likely to occur in the case of complex forest environments. The assignment of membership values to these sites within a fuzzy linguistic scale has traditionally been used as a means of reducing the inclusion of these fictitious thematic errors (e.g., Laba et al., 2002) . In this research, we treat this kind of error with a thematic tolerance operator; the maximum membership value of a reference site defined the thematic tolerance.
Study Ar ea
The watershed of the Candelaria River in the Mexican state of Campeche (see Figure 1 ) covers more than 1.1 million hectares. The area includes a portion of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, located within the largest tropical forested mass of the country, and contiguous to forested extents in neighboring Belize and Guatemala. According to the NFI map, median and high sub-perennial tropical forest (hereafter "median forest") is the most conspicuous physiognomy of the region (with a coverage of over 50 percent, see Table 1 ). Another common vegetation community is the low sub-perennial tropical forest (hereafter "low forest"). These forest types are typical of a tropical sub-humid climate, and the low forest occurs on poorly drained soils. A challenging task of the accuracy assessment consisted in identifying misclassification errors of these forest communities in the NFI map, as well as quantifying the amount of thematic and positional fuzziness when attempting to identify them in the assessment process. Increasing levels of alteration of the original vegetation cover towards the coast characterize the hydrological basin. A major land-use in year 2000 according to the NFI map is cultivated grassland for pasture. Apart from the taxonomic detail and spatial intricacy of LULC classes, illustrative of environmental situations found in many subtropical settings, a key motivation for selecting this area as the case study was the availability of a quasi-synchronous aerial photograph coverage, exploitable in the process of independently verifying the 2000 Landsat-based NFI map. These reference data are detailed in the section on photo-interpretation.
Accuracy Assessment Algorithm
The accuracy assessment is composed of the sampling process, the reference maplet construction, the fuzzy map comparison and, finally, the synthesis of the evaluation. The flow chart in Figure 2 illustrates each step of the method.
Sampling Process
The high taxonomic diversity of the map implies the presence of many sparsely distributed classes in the sample. For cost efficiency, the sampling design incorporated a twostage (double) sampling protocol, where aerial photography frames formed the Primary Sampling Units (PSUs).
The mode of selection for PSUs followed a hybrid scheme (see Couturier et al., in press ): a simple random selection of PSUs was employed for common classes (area fraction above 5 percent) and a proportional selection, stratified per class (as described in Stehman et al., 2000; pp. 604 , and further discussed via personal communication) was employed for sparsely distributed or rare, classes (area fraction below 5 percent). Figure 3 illustrates the entire set of PSUs considered in the sampling process, as well as the PSUs which were selected during sampling for all classes. A photographic frame was included in the initial set of PSUs if its center was located in the watershed, an inclusion rule also adopted by Zhu et al. (2000) . The knots of a regular 500-meter spaced two-dimensional grid formed the set of Secondary Sampling Units (SSUs) at the second stage. Indeed, a scale criterion during map production was to leave out polygons less than 500 meters wide. Once the PSUs were selected, all points of the second stage grid included within these PSUs were assigned their mapped LULC class. The full second stage sample consisted of 100 points per mapped class.
For common classes, the second stage selection was obtained using random sampling, stratified by class. For rare classes, the second stage selection was obtained using proportional random sampling of the points contained in the selected PSUs, this time with a probability inversely proportional to the abundance of the class, in order to preserve equal inclusion probabilities and maintain a low complexity level of statistics (i.e., standard stratified random formulae to compute estimators of accuracy). Figure 4a shows the sample of SSUs in two of the selected PSUs as a result of the second stage sampling. A high density of SSUs is observed in the polygon labeled "water," a fragmented and rare class. The four selected PSUs for the "water" class contained many SSUs, because of the rare occurrence of the class in the entire Candelaria area. By contrast, SSUs are well dispersed on the neighboring PSU, where common mapped classes "median forest" and "low forest" are sampled, according to a simple random PSU selection.
Reference Maplet Construction
Photo-interpretation One hundred, seventy-four black and white aerial photograph prints at 1: 75 000 scale from the INEGI (the National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics in Mexico) archive, acquired from January 2000 to March 2002 over the Candelaria area, were used for reference LULC classification. A first specialist interpreter was assigned to produce, using stereoscopic interpretation, reference maplets at a scale 1:125 000 (finer resolution than the NFI maps and suitable for photo-interpretation) on transparent slides for each photographic frame corresponding to a selected PSU. The reference maplets were drawn according to the community aggregation level of the NFI classification scheme; a confidence rating was applied to photograph interpretation, comparable to the one used in Zhu et al. (2000) . A team of local specialists had previously worked on the same photographic material to generate cartography with more precise spatial (1:75 000 scale) and equal taxonomic resolutions, with the help of intensive field work. Both photo-interpretation works were executed in complete independence with respect to each other and with respect to the NFI map production. The photo-interpretation of the first specialist was confirmed or corrected using the more precise cartography. Additionally, wherever the first interpreter registered low confidence ratings, his mapping was confirmed or corrected by information collected in the field by the local team.
Restitution to Landsat Geometry
Two procedures were considered to ensure geometric consistency between the reference material and the NFI map. The first one resembled a technique described, for example, in Zhu et al. (2000) . The coordinates of each reference site (selected SSU point) were located on the color composite of the georeferenced Landsat images (geometric basis of the NFI map). The location of the point was then visually transferred onto the photo-interpreted (reference) material, according to common features between the satellite imagery and the photograph. The reference label was then digitally assigned on screen to the reference site. We subsequently considered as an agreement a match between the reference label and any of the NFI map labels within a buffer of 500 m of the reference point. This 500 m tolerance was related to the scale at which the map was produced, as mentioned in the sampling process. This reference maplet of the corresponding rectangle (PSU) was superimposed over the screen. Digitizing of all polygons of the non-georeferenced maplet was then done by visually correcting their shape according to spatial patterns evident on the Landsat image color composite. Figure 4b illustrates such geometrically corrected reference maplets in the case of two selected PSUs. An independent assessment of this visual coregistration was conducted; 200 points were randomly selected on the photographic material. Of these 200 points, 2 points (1 percent) were found with erroneous LULC on the digital satellite imagery, all within 250 m of a polygon with the expected LULC.
Fuzzy Map Comparison Fuzzy Formalism
The NFI map M NFI , a portion of which is represented in Figure 4a , is a vector-based map where every polygon is represented by a single class and where polygon boundaries have exact location. Therefore, all points of M NFI possess a Crisp attribute Vector V crisp defined as follows (Hagen, 2003) : (1) where K is the total number of categories. If i is the class of the observed point, a degree of membership is set for each class according to Equation 2:
where 1 and 5, respectively, represent the lowest and highest scores on the fuzzy linguistic scale of interpretation (Gopal and Woodcock, 1994 On the other hand, a reference maplet M REF , represented in Figure 4b , is interpreted with a certain thematic fuzziness. Therefore, the attribute of all points in M REF is a Fuzzy Category Vector V cat defined as follows (Hagen, 2003) : (3) and a degree of membership is set to each class according to: The Positional Tolerance Operator A positional tolerance operator was applied to sufficiently small polygons in the partition (see Figure 5a ). The aim of the operator was to modify the reference attribute V cat of any polygon found below a user-defined tolerance band. This modification was conditioned to the values of the reference attributes V cat of its neighbor polygons. We produced a buffer surface from the intersect coverage using the tolerance band value t p . All polygons of this intersect found to be within the buffer surface was highlighted and further treated as an "edge polygon." This selection of small polygons with the buffer surface was developed by Mas (2005) to eliminate false change polygons in multi-date map comparisons. In non-edge polygons, the fuzzy representation of the reference material V cat remained unchanged. Conversely, edge polygons were influenced by all their neighbors, and were assigned a Fuzzy Neighborhood Vector V nbh instead of the original V cat (as in Hagen, 2003) :
where the different membership functions of the N-1 neighboring polygons are combined by calculating their fuzzy union with that of the edge polygon: (7) where m cat,j,1 is the original degree of membership of class j in the edge polygon, and m cat,j,n , n ϭ 2, . . . , N are the original degrees of membership of class j in the neighbor polygons.
The resulting intersect map integrates both thematic and positional fuzziness. This treatment of the intersect map is an extension of Hagen's (2003) fuzzy formalism to vectorbased maps. In the present case study, results were obtained for a positional tolerance band t p set to respectively 0 m and 500 m, in order to capture the positional fuzziness of the accuracy assessment within the range 0 to 500 m (below map scale). Figure 5a illustrates the set of edge polygons generated by the positional tolerance operator for t p ϭ 500 m.
The Thematic Tolerance Operator
For map comparison, a degree of thematic tolerance has to be defined. Stehman et al. (2003) proposed to define the membership value of each reference site as the number of LULC classes for which the linguistic degree of membership is 3 ("reasonable or acceptable answer") or above. (8) where v th expresses a degree of thematic vagueness. For example, a reference site in a heterogeneous landscape is likely to receive a higher membership value than a site in a homogeneous landscape. Stehman et al. (2003) suggested that the vast majority of their reference sites for the NLCD map of the USA were characterized by membership values of 1 or 2 only. This observation was a rationale for not documenting more than two degrees of membership per reference site in their assessment. Practically, Stehman et al. (2003) set their maximum membership value to 2.
In this research, a preliminary study on the fuzzy interpretation of photo-interpreted material in mostly forested areas was realized on a sub-sample of 200 reference sites. This study revealed that 65 percent of the sub-sample were represented by a range of membership values of 1 to 2, and 33 percent by a range of membership values of 3 to 4 (higher thematic uncertainty); the rest of the sample (2 percent) being characterized by membership values of 5 and above. This preliminary study illustrated the thematic difficulties involved in assessing the Mexican LULC map at the community level, difficulties also noticed in subtropical environments elsewhere (Powell et al., 2004) .
Our goal was to estimate the thematic fuzziness inferred by such uncertainties in the accuracy estimate. The thematic tolerance operator consisted in setting a maximum membership value, t th , to all reference attribute vectors in the intersect map: reference attribute vectors V cat of non-edge polygons were modified so that: (9) and reference attribute vectors V nbh of edge polygons were modified so that:
796 J u l y 2 0 0 9 Figure 5 . (a) Edge (grey) and non-edge (white) polygons of the intersect map; the edge polygons have been selected by the positional tolerance operator with a positional tolerance of 500 m. The attribute of edge polygons is then modified by the operator for the positional adjustment of the fuzzy map comparison; same reference sites as in Figure 4 ; and (b) Results of the fuzzy map comparison are illustrated: empty circles are SSU s with map agreement at thematic tolerance t th ϭ 2 (traditional Boolean assessment) and zero positional tolerance ( t p ϭ 0); dotted triangles correspond to disagreements at couplet ( t th ; t p ) ϭ (2; 0) but agreements at ( t th ; t p ) ϭ (2; 500 m). These points pertain to edge polygons; dotted pentagons correspond to disagreements at (2; 500m) but agreements at (t th ; t p ) ϭ (4; 500 m); thick circles correspond to disagreements for all mentioned couplets of tolerance.
In practice, since classes were ranked according to decreasing likelihood of presence in each polygon, the degree of membership of the K-t th less likely classes were set to 1 in the GIS database. Based on the preliminary analysis of thematic uncertainty in our zone, we produced results for a thematic tolerance t th set to 2 and 4, in order to capture the thematic fuzziness of the accuracy assessment within the range 3 to 4.
Map Comparison Process
Once positional and thematic tolerance values were fixed, the fuzzy map comparison could take place. For non-edge polygon P m , the similarity between NFI and reference maps is based on the fuzzy set intersection of the two fuzzy vectors (Hagen, 2003) :
For edge polygon P m , the similarity between NFI and reference maps is:
Since the fuzzy linguistic RIGHT operator is used, an agreement was obtained on a reference site S ijk (for class k, SSU number j and PSU number i) pertaining to polygon Pm ijk , if S(Pm ijk ) is superior or equal to three. The accuracy index of this reference site, d ijk , is then equal to 1 (100 percent agreement for this site). Otherwise, there was disagreement between the NFI map and the reference maplet (d ijk ϭ 0).
Equation 13 summarizes this logical relationship (d{} being the Dirac operator):
(13)
Synthesis of the Evaluation
In the case of rare classes, a proportional stratified sampling was applied at both stages, so by construction, the inclusion probabilities of a reference point of class k were that of a
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J u l y 2 0 0 9 797 simple stratified sampling: p k ϭ f k ; f k being the frequency of class k. The formula for stratified random sampling was therefore used for global accuracy estimates. In the case of common classes, the first stage probability of selecting a PSU is expressed by p 1k ϭ K/N, where K is the fixed number of randomly selected PSUs for common classes and N is the total number of PSUs. At the second stage, SSU inclusion probability is p 2k ϭ p2ƒ 1 * p 1k , where p2ƒ 1 is the conditional probability; p2ƒ 1 should be equal to n k /NЈ k where n k is the sample size and NЈ k is the number of SSUs of class k in the K selected PSUs.
If w ijk is the reciprocal of the inclusion probability (weight) for SSU number j in PSU number i, w ijk ϭ n k /NЈ k * K/N were the weights attributed to common classes when global estimates were computed. Next, we used the formula in the SURVEY -MEANS procedure of the Statistical Analysis Software (SAS, version 8.3, 2001 ) in order to calculate the variance of the accuracy estimator (Särndal et al., 1992 ; section 9.4): (14) where (15) in which d ijk is the local (for one site) accuracy index (see the previous section). This estimator takes into account the among-PSU variance of double sampling designs. It assumes PSUs contain SSUs only of one single map class, an assumption not fulfilled by common classes. However, few variance estimators are available in such cases of complex designs (see Stehman et al., 2003) .
Results

Confusion Matrix and Global Findings
Global accuracy and confusion patterns among NFI classes are reported in a confusion matrix (Table 3) for the case of a SSU-based (point by point) geometric restitution, a 500 m positional tolerance, and a Boolean (primary and alternate) thematic agreement definition. Compared with the new method, we present in this paper, these characteristics are close to the ones employed in the assessment design of Stehman et al. (2003) . The global accuracy level of 64.4 percent mainly reflects an intermediate score between the accuracy estimates of 70 percent and 69 percent, respectively, for the dominant class "median and high subperennial tropical forest" (hereafter median forest) and for the common class "cultivated grassland" and the lower accuracy estimate of 52 percent for the common class "low sub-perennial tropical forest" (hereafter "low forest").
The confusion matrix in Table 3 reports that mutual, nearly counterbalanced, confusion exists between median and low forests. In fact, such mutual confusion could be an artifact of reference data labeling. Indeed, the association of some tree species present in median forests may, in some cases, take the physiognomic appearance of a low forest, and vice-versa (taxonomic ambiguity between median and low forest in the classification scheme). Another, alternate,
artifact could be the presence of spatially extended ecotones, or grades of transition, between well-defined patches of median and low forests (uncertainty on the boundary between median and low forest). If none of these artifacts applies, the map is effectively affected by misclassification. As a means of approaching the most probable interpretation for the amount of confusion observed, accuracy results were derived with different degrees of tolerance (thematic and positional). Figure 5b illustrates agreement counts for four different agreement definitions. White circles represent SSUs where the NFI map agrees with the reference data on applying a thematic tolerance of two and a positional tolerance of zero. The global results for this most conservative degree of tolerance (or Boolean assessment) are reported in Table 4 .
Positional Fuzziness in the Assessment of the Forest Cover Map Dotted triangles on Figure 5b represent the case where the most conservative option alone yields a disagreement (counted as an error of the NFI map), but where the addition of a positional tolerance of 500 m results in an agreement (i.e., the NFI map is in fact found correct). In this case, fictitious errors due to scale and polygon boundary delineation could have biased the accuracy estimate based on the zero positional tolerance. The accuracy estimates with a 500 m positional tolerance are reported in Table 5 . The comparison of reciprocal confusion amounts of low (code 5) and median (code 3) forests between Table 5 and Table 4 gives us an estimate of the contribution of position-related fictitious errors (due to polygon boundary, scale or residues of geometric inconsistency) to the total confusion registered between those forests. Such inspection reveals that the addition of a positional tolerance substantially decreased the confusion between the two forest classes: the area of mapped median forest photo-interpreted as low forest decreased from 6.5 percent of the Candelaria area down to 3 percent only; this 3.5 percent decrease in confusion explaining most of the gain in global accuracy for the median forest class. Likewise, the area of mapped low forest photo-interpreted as median forest decreased from 7 percent of the Candelaria area down to 4.2 percent; this 2.8 percent decrease in confusion also explaining most of the accuracy gain of the low forest class. This observation favored the interpretation that much error occurred because the interpretation of spatial limits between patches of low and median forests in the reference data was fuzzy, rather than because the taxonomic interpretation of the reference data was fuzzy.
Residues of geometric inconsistency between photographs and Landsat imagery, both georeferenced to INEGI topographic maps, may have contributed to this fuzziness of spatial limits: each georeferencing task in the context of poorly drained and densely forested Campeche plains was challenging. The double positional precaution proposed in this research (geometric consistency step through the restitution of reference maplets and positional tolerance operator) may have been necessary to efficiently exclude fictitious, non-thematic error types for forest classes in this challenging context. Another confusion apparent on Table 3 is that much area of mapped median forest was photo-interpreted as "secondary" forest classes (here, "secondary" forest stands for forest with "secondary vegetation, herbaceous, and/or shrub-like vegetation"), a confusion which is not counterbalanced by reciprocal confusion. Unlike for the confusion with low forest, the inspection of Table 5 reveals that the confusion with "secondary" forest (hereafter, highly modified forest) types does not decrease when positional tolerance is included in the agreement definition. The modification of degrees of thematic tolerance may thus provide elements for the interpretation of these confusions. Global accuracy was estimated at 64.4 percent (bottom of 'User's' column) and was calculated as is described in the synthesis of the evaluation. Entry numbers refer to class codes defined in Table 1. a Area percent fraction with respect to total area. These numbers are the sum of matrix columns or rows. Global accuracy was estimated at 54.4 percent. Same conventions as in Table 3 .
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Thematic Fuzziness in the Assessment of the Forest Cover Map
The dotted pentagons in Figure 5b represent the case where the low degree of thematic tolerance (maximum membership value of two, typically employed in a Boolean assessment), even with a 500 m positional tolerance, yields a disagreement, but where the application of a thematic tolerance of four yields an agreement. In this case, the difficulty of interpreting the reference aerial photograph (possibly because of the high taxonomic diversity of the classification scheme) was detected as a difficulty for an unbiased accuracy estimate. The global estimates for the increased thematic tolerance, both without and with positional tolerance are reported in Table 6 and in Table 7 , respectively. Finally, the dotted black circles on Figure 5b represent disagreement regardless of the degree of tolerance applied in the agreement definition (reported as errors on Table 7 ), therefore being most probably real misclassification errors of the NFI map. The comparison of confusion amounts between Table 4 (Boolean assessment) and Table 6 (assessment with increased thematic tolerance) may give an estimate of the contribution of thematic-related fictitious errors (due to the uncertainty of interpretation, i.e., the fuzziness of interpreting taxonomic boundaries between classes) to the total confusion registered between forest classes. This thematic fuzziness is represented by a light grey bar for per-class accuracy indices in Figure 6a (user's accuracy) and Figure 6b (producer's accuracy). The inspection of these results reveals that the passage from a Boolean assessment to a thematic tolerance of 4 substantially decreased the confusion of the median forest class (code 3) with highly modified forest classes (codes 4 and 6): the area of mapped median forest photo-interpreted as median highly modified forest decreased from 4.5 percent of the Candelaria area down to 0.5 percent only (a 4 percent decrease). Likewise, the area of mapped median forest photo-interpreted as highly modified low forest decreased from 5 percent of the Candelaria area down to 3.5 percent (a 1.5 percent decrease). This 5.5 percent total decrease in confusion explained most of the accuracy gain of the median forest class using the higher degree of thematic tolerance (see Figure 6 ).
By contrast, almost no decrease in these confusions was registered with the increase in positional tolerance (between Table 4 and Table 5 , dark grey bar in Figures 6a  and 6b ). For example, the increase in thematic tolerance (from Table 4 to Table 6 ) yielded an accuracy improvement of 0.9 percent of the total Candelaria for the highly modified median forest, whereas the increase in positional tolerance (from Table 4 to Table 5 ) improved accuracy by only 0.3 percent. This observation favored the interpretation that much confusion in fact reflected the difficulty of unambiguously distinguishing, on the aerial photograph, the presence or absence of "secondary" vegetation within the tropical forest types (fuzziness of interpreting taxonomic boundaries). The thematic fuzziness associated with the difficult interpretation of the secondary vegetation on photo-interpreted material may suggest a difficulty to map secondary vegetation as well in this region. Indeed, low accuracy scores were registered for classes denominated as tropical forests with "secondary" vegetation.
Globally, the increase in thematic tolerance raised the accuracy index from 54.4 percent (Table 4) to 63.8 percent (Table 6) , about the same amount as with the increase from zero to 500 m positional tolerance (64.2 percent; Table 5 ). This result confirmed the relevance of maximum membership values of up to four in the assessment of maps with highly diverse taxonomy such as the NFI map, and testified that the magnitude of the thematic fuzziness in the assessment process is similar to the positional fuzziness. The increase in both thematic and positional tolerance accumulated to a global accuracy index of 78.4 percent (Table 7) . Besides, much cultivated grassland (2.6 percent of all Candelaria area; see Table 3 ) was misclassified as highly modified median forest, an amount that did not diminish with the increase in tolerance degree in either dimension (positional or thematic). The above-mentioned confusion towards less densely vegetated classes altogether suggest a real misclassification which points to a strong under-evaluation of the deforested portion of the median and high sub-perennial tropical forest by the NFI map.
Discussion of the Method
Although many assessment strategies have favored pointlike reference datasets (Stehman et al., 2003; Powell et al., 2004; Wulder et al., 2006) derived from aerial photograph interpretation, we focus on the use of reference maplets, also based on aerial photograph interpretation. Indeed, with this concept, the labeling protocol can be considered as a comparison of two maps: the map to be assessed and the reference maplet. This statement is meaningful since the concept of positional tolerance, associated with the vagueness of the assessment process, can then benefit from recent theoretical advances on the formalization of spatial fuzzy objects and topological relationships (e.g., Cheng et al., 2001; Tang et al., 2006) , fuzzy similarity of maps (Hagen, 2003; Hagen et al., 2005) or advances regarding the multi-scale comparison of thematic maps (Pontius and Cheuk, 2006; Power et al., 2001; Remmel and Csillag, 2006; Visser and de Nijs, 2006) . The necessity of labor intensive photo-interpretation and restitution needed for the construction of reference maplets can appear as a drawback of this method. However, in this study, because of the existing skills, the amount of working time for maplet construction was comparable with the amount of working time for equivalent point-like data collection.
The estimates with low and high degrees of thematic tolerance could be interpreted as respectively pessimistic and optimistic bounds for the possible accuracy levels of the mapped themes. Likewise, the positional operator based on a user-defined tolerance band may also provide means of defining optimistic (upper threshold) and pessimistic (lower threshold) bounds of the accuracy level for an assessment made at a certain scale of application.
Summary and Conclusions
The accuracy assessment of detailed land-cover maps in biodiverse regions faces uncertainty due to the high taxonomic diversity and unclear borders between forest classes. The nature of errors (mainly positional or mainly thematic) for each class of the map, and the uncertainty in the verification process may be valuable information in the context of environmental modeling over large forest extents. In this paper, a standard assessment framework is proposed to estimate the accuracy of maps and errors related to position, misclassification, and the thematic fuzziness contained in the verification process. The framework, based on a fuzzy map comparison, was applied to the Mexican National Forest Inventory map over a mosaic of low and median rainforest landscapes. The adoption of the standard framework offers easier intercomparability between accuracy assessments: an asset for the interpretation of accuracy and for uncertainty modeling.
The method was applied to the National Forest Inventory (NFI) map in the densely forested watershed of the Candelaria River in Southeast Mexico. Substantial mutual confusion was evidenced between median and low sub-perennial forests. The method suggested that the reference data for the assessment is essentially affected by fuzziness of interpretation of boundaries between patches of median and low forests, but is nearly not affected by a thematic uncertainty in the interpretation. Global accuracy was estimated at 63.8 percent. Same conventions as in Table 3 .
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J u l y 2 0 0 9 803 Conversely, a substantial part of the fictitious errors registered for highly-modified forest classes was essentially related to a thematic uncertainty of interpretation, and the high amount of misclassification errors in these forest classes is possibly due to the way secondary vegetation is included in the classification scheme. The method permits the standardization of the notion of degrees of tolerance in accuracy assessments, in both thematic and positional dimensions. Although implicit in the discussions on previous accuracy assessment frameworks (e.g., Stehman et al., 2003) , the notion of degree of tolerance had not been brought forward as a standard concept before. The task of comparing assessments and accuracies of map products around the world may benefit from this standardization. More explicitly than before, a user can, with this method, take the GIS-based data generated by the accuracy assessment, modify degrees of positional or thematic tolerance, and generate an accuracy estimate at his scale of interest. We are conscious that the notion of positional tolerance for map accuracy assessment is delicate since the accuracy assessment primarily makes sense at the scale of the map, for which it has been initially produced. However, the same map is commonly used for a growing set of applications, and this paper provides a universal conceptual framework for analyzing and comparing accuracy assessment results and strategies. With the formalism described in this paper, the framework can accommodate quantitative fuzzy instead of linguistic fuzzy interpretation of landscapes, as well as recent advances in raster-based multi-scale map comparisons. Finally, it can be extended to the accuracy assessment of fuzzy maps. Figure 6 . (a) User's, and (b) producer's accuracy index with fuzzy bounds for each class of the map. The black bar portion (crisp error) is the amount of disagreement with highest degree of tolerance (( t th ; t p ) ϭ (4; 500m)); the white bar portion (crisp correct) is the amount of agreement with lowest degree of tolerance (( t th ; t p ) ϭ (2; 0)); the dark grey bar portion is the accuracy difference between assessments at two degrees of positional tolerance (positional fuzziness t p ϭ 0 to 500 m); the light grey bar portion is the accuracy difference between assessments at two degrees of thematic tolerance (thematic fuzziness for t th ϭ 2 to 4).
